In the mid-19th century, Australian stonemasons demanded that human life must allow for opportunities to do more than just “work, eat, and sleep.”

Control of the hours of work is a central aspiration of working people in all lands. Australian unions have been particularly committed to the struggle for reduced hours, and from the mid-nineteenth century the local campaign for the eight-hour day blazed a path for unions everywhere, drawing international acclaim. But the enjoyment of past victories has been compromised by long-term changes in economy and society. Australian unions have therefore begun to re-imagine the nature of a ‘fair day’s work’, beyond the old standard of the ‘eight-hour day’.

Recent union campaigns have addressed the right to parental leave, the right to disconnect, the specific needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers, and the possibilities of a four-day week. Below, we offer a broad historical survey of Australian union campaigns, from the eight-hour day to a four-day week. This enables appreciation of the labour movement’s transformative impact, just as it does the movement’s persistent capacity for renewal.

Union campaigning in Australia: the eight-hour day and the standard working week

In 1856, as tradesmen in most lands habitually worked ten, eleven or twelve hours a day, stonemasons based in Sydney and Melbourne secured an eight-hour day, spread out over six days. While in Sydney this was secured with a reduction of wages, the Melbourne stonemasons won the claim with full pay. The victory was shared among the skilled workers of Melbourne’s building trades and celebrated with a proud march through the city’s streets. The march became an annual ritual of self-assertion and the stonemasons’ victory an inspiration to employees in other trades, in less skilled occupations, and across the continent.

Unionists presented an ‘eight-hour day’ not as a marginal industrial improvement, but rather as a full recognition of their shared humanity. A rich human existence, they said, was distinguished by a process of self-education and intellectual discovery, a capacity to participate in self-government, and by familial and social relationships that gave a life meaning. These could not be enjoyed without time away from work, so that the quest for reduced hours was also a battle for human rights. As stonemason and MP Charles Jardine Don explained in 1858, the campaign reflected the conviction that a human life should be more than “work, eat, and sleep.”

The eight-hour ideal was pursued through the formation of new unions, the founding of new political associations, and through strikes, rallies, deputations, and electoral campaigns. By the late nineteenth century, the standard covered perhaps three-quarters of the workforce. Over subsequent years, Australian unionists and their supporters won a half-day holiday on Saturday (a forty-four hour week), and then a forty-hour week spread out over only five days. These victories were generalised more quickly, since a new Labor Party was able to win office and to legislate reductions to working hours, and since a new institution, a Court of Arbitration, was empowered to determine working conditions in situations of industrial conflict. Unionists also enjoyed the selective support of industrial sociologists and medical experts, who drew on experiments and detailed studies to argue that long hours were associated with fatigue, absenteeism, work accidents, and hence reduced efficiency; reduced hours could also mean greater productivity and even greater output. Some employers endorsed these findings. From the beginning of 1948, after a prolonged union campaign, the Commonwealth Court of Arbitration established the forty-hour week as a general standard across the Commonwealth.

The battle for reductions beyond forty hours has been no less determined but notably less successful. From the later 1950s, the peak union body, the Australian Council of Trade Unions, identified a thirty-five hour week as a common goal. It was agreed that this campaign should be spearheaded by workers in those industries most strongly affected by technological change. The introduction of new technology promised increased productivity but fewer jobs; reduced hours could be considered a means of distributing productivity gains to employees. Fighting hard and with imagination, miners, waterside workers, and employees in the oil industry led the charge. But the generalisation of these victories proved more difficult. Despite committed efforts and sometimes bitter strikes, power workers and metal workers struggled to attain the same standard. A compromise agreement in the early 1980s established a thirty-eight hour week as a new norm, though its application has been far from complete.

The last four decades have not extended generalised reductions beyond thirty-eight hours per week, though in any case the notion of a generalised standard has itself come under attack. Employers and conservative politicians have promoted “flexibility” as a primary aim, a quest that in practice has involved the erosion of common labour standards. An increasing number of employees have been employed casually, part-time, or engaged as
“independent contractors”. These arrangements have undermined the old centrality of “standard hours”. They have also weakened the power of unions to battle for workers’ rights. Excessive hours are a particular problem for professional employees. Unpaid overtime is a consistent feature of the workplace, and on average, Australians work more than four hours of unpaid overtime every week. While a path-breaker in the winning of workers’ rights from the nineteenth century, more recent Australian efforts to further reduce the working week have faced substantial challenges.

**Beyond the eight-hour day: new understandings, new campaigns**

The inability to reduce the standard working week below thirty-eight hours should not imply that struggles over working time since the 1980s have been fruitless, for unions have been more successful in winning some recognition of the importance of caring work, and of the right to leave to make such caring possible. Women unionists have been especially active in making these issues central to union campaigns and in the waging of decisive struggles. They have helped to transform our collective understanding of ‘working time’. They have secured new industrial rights and reimagined future union struggles.

Parental leave was the first major goal. Over the 1970s, several unions led the battle for maternity leave and in 1979 the ACTU initiated a test case on this matter in the industrial tribunal. The tribunal’s judgement led to the introduction of one year’s unpaid maternal leave as a general national standard. Its scope was expanded in subsequent years to include mothers of adopted children (1985), fathers (1990), and some casual workers (2001), though the absence of paid leave compromised this victory. A generalised system of paid parental leave was eventually introduced by the Gillard Labor government in 2011, with subsequent union efforts aiming to extend the scope and application of this leave.

Recent unions campaigns have also highlighted the necessity of having specific leave rights that allow workers to respond to moments of threat and crisis. A notable example is the long-running campaign to achieve paid family and domestic violence leave, to ensure support is available to workers leaving a violent relationship. The Australian Services Union won what is believed to be the world’s first paid family and domestic violence leave clause in an enterprise agreement in 2010. A subsequent broad-based union campaign focused on expanding this right to other union-negotiated agreements, and waging a twelve year-long campaign to have these rights generalised to all workers. In 2022, the Albanese Labor Government introduced legislation to enshrine 10 days paid family and domestic violence leave as a universal right.

Recent union efforts have also sought to recognise the specific needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander unionists have played a significant role in securing leave rights that recognise the importance of their culture and custodianship of country. This includes entitlements, such as cultural leave, and support for flexible working arrangements. These rights do not apply across the workforce, but are dependent on agreements being in place between unions and employers. The campaigns of the National Tertiary Education Union have helped to win these leave rights in workplace agreements in the higher education sector.

It is important that on-going discussions about reduction in the working week in Australia, including the four-day work week, include a focus on the specific implications for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. ACTU Indigenous Officer Lara Watson has explained that a reduced working week would enable Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to engage in significant cultural and care responsibilities. It would provide benefits, such as enhancing the capacity for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to teach language and customs, to be able to walk country to teach songs and histories, to perform and teach ceremony, to reconnect to Country, to care and learn from Elders, and to practice traditional dance, art and song.

Watson has explained that the majority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples do not live on traditional country due to the effects of colonisation and dispossession. Time is required for travel to country and for gathering. Watson has outlined that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers are often subject to “the Western constraints of time”, and having access to a 4 day week could really re-ignite an ancient and vibrant culture that can be shared with all who live on this country.

**Experiments with the four-day week**

Australia’s unions have pursued a range of measures to seek greater job security, improved and genuine flexibility to support working peoples caring responsibilities, and enhanced leave entitlements. Unions in some sectors have also drawn upon differing conceptualisations of the four-day work week to restructure working time in a manner that facilitates an improved work/life balance for union members, while meeting the specific requirements of a particular industry, its employers, and its workforce.

While there are many examples of this, here we seek to highlight two recent case studies that have pioneered different forms of the four-day week in enterprise bargaining agreements – the predominant form of collective bargaining in Australia.

The Australian Services Union (ASU) is credited as the first union to attain a four-day working week trial in an enterprise agreement. The union’s Victorian Private Sector branch negotiated for the
measure to be included in the 2023 enterprise agreement for its members working at Oxfam, which employs around 100 staff members. Employees could choose to have their weekly entitlements varied to 30 hours per week with no loss of pay as part of the trial.1

The four-day week proposal was driven by ASU delegates and members working at Oxfam. ASU Victorian Private Sector Branch Secretary Imogen Sturni noted that the proposal came in the context of the global 4-day week trials being conducted, and changed expectations around the ordering of working lives that followed COVID-19. Sturni commented at the time that “we’ve had this concept of ‘nine-to-five, Monday to Friday’ for some time now … Really, with COVID, though, I think we did see a bit of a re-assessment around ‘maybe there are better ways — or at least other ways — of doing things’”.

Sturni noted that Oxfam’s leadership deserves acknowledgement for their receptiveness to the trial, building on an established record of facilitating genuinely flexible working arrangements for its staff, and co-designed the framework for the trial with the union. The trial period is underway at the time of writing.

In terms of the anticipated benefits of the four-day week, Sturni referred to results from international trials that have identified the improved work/life balance and the positive effects this has had on working people’s physical and emotional health. It has particular significance in the context of the need to adjust models of work to ensure greater gender equity, and to support all forms of family unit (including working single parents).

Also in 2023, the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association (SDA), the union representing retail, warehousing and fast-food workers, concluded an enterprise agreement with the large hardware retailer Bunnings that included an enterprise agreement with the union, which included making staff eligible for a trial of the four-day week.

The impetus for this agreement came from the results of a survey initiated by the union titled “Who Cares? A Fair Share of Work and Care” in 2021. Conducted by a research team of academics from the University of New South Wales and RMIT University, the survey considered the work and care arrangements of workers across the retail, warehousing, and fast food sectors.

In particular, it analysed how workers in these sectors balanced the needs of work and family, especially in regard to caring responsibilities, and the main challenges that they encountered. The report from the survey concluded that SDA members made vital economic and social contributions through both their working lives, but also their unpaid labour as parents and carers, yet, “these social and economic contributions are poorly recognised and accommodated in their working lives”.

55 percent of all participants in the survey regularly contributed care to another person, but caring responsibilities often encountered burdens imposed by inflexible working arrangements, or ‘flexible’ arrangements that were too often structured around the needs of the employer, rather than balancing these with the needs of workers.

The 2023 enterprise agreement negotiated between SDA and Bunnings was framed to respond to these needs in a manner best suited to both workers and the employer. The agreement included the ability to conduct a trial of a four-day week for full-time staff members, in which they could elect to work all their required hours in that four-day span, or alternatively they could work their hours across a nine-day fortnight. The agreement also included additional annual leave (a total of five weeks per year), a change to the controversial rostering system, and a 10.8 percent wage increase. SDA National Secretary Gerard Dwyer commented that, “this is a significant breakthrough for work-life balance for workers in the retail sector”.

In both case studies, we can see unions seeking to adapt the broad demand for a four-day week to the specific needs of their members and the industries that they work within. In this, these unions and the others in Australia undertaking various campaigns for reduced working hours are continuing the movement’s long tradition of taking action to secure a decent work/life balance for working people.

When the Stonemasons campaigned for the right to an eight-hour day in the 1850s, they were asserting their fundamental humanity. While they were skilled professionals who were proud of their labour, they declared that they also had a right to a life outside of work. James Galloway, a significant leader of the campaign, declared that the Stonemasons wanted to play more than “the mere part of machinery”.

This is a humanising claim that continues to inspire the movement. Though the specific demands have changed drastically since the 1850s, the need to claim the right to a life outside of the workplace remains.
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demonstrated by the results of the French 35-hour working week reform of 2002, and despite unsatisfactory implementation conditions, it is also a way of reducing the number of part-time workers and creating jobs (at least 350,000 direct jobs) without harming business activity.

Linked to a reorganisation of work, the 32-hour week would enable the establishment of a new mode of economic and social development, for the good of all and in the general interest.